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Le ’ s Talk
VALUE-BASED EDUCATION CAN WIN THE DAY FOR STUDENTS

Value-based education is a type of academic system that focuses on
inculcating values among learners. It focuses on concepts that help learners
develop their social and relationship skills and become better individuals.
Such skills also help learners to excel in their overall academic journey and
become better fellow team players. In the process, the learners develop a
higher level of tolerance and emotional intelligence.
While the concept of value-based education is becoming common in the
west, a number of Indian educational institutions have also introduced it in
their curricula. In such institutions, the teachers inculcate the thoughts of positive values among learners.
The teaching methodology also frees up confrontational stress between teachers and students.

A learner, who is actively engaged with values, will start to make rational choices while dealing with
others. The concept teaches a student to build their self-esteem and confidence, which ultimately leads
them to perform to their full potential. It also helps a learner to become a good citizen and prepares the
student for a lifetime of professional work. The conception further supports equality and aims in
delivering equal treatment to all the students belonging to different races, castes and communities.
At Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU), the academic structure goes hand in hand with the
concept of value-based learning. The varsity supports a student to involve themselves in a number of
extracurricular activities along with their academic goals. Some of the facilities provided by the university
include National Cadet Corps (NCC), Rural Audit Course, Study in India Programme, Semester
Exchange Programme, Clubs, Sports Activities along with an Annual Sports Fest, cultural programmes
and many more. Such activities help the students develop the values of democracy, individual liberty and
mutual respect among each other.
Let us make an effort at explaining these individually. A student who joins the NCC learns the concept of
self-discipline primarily. In addition to that, the students also learn the techniques of self-protection, first
aid, survival, in-crisis situations and the mutual feeling of unity. Similarly, the Audit Course helps a
student to experience a few days in the rural areas, where they learn to put themselves out of their
comfort zone.
The Study in India programme also exposes the student volunteers to international audiences (delegates
or students from overseas universities). The volunteers further live and travel with them for a period of
two weeks and explore the cultural diversity of India. Multiple student clubs provide platforms to the
students to explore their talents in the field of theatre, music, dance, art, start-up and incubation, design,
debate, international affairs and many other things. The recruiters are looking for candidates with subject
knowledge along with additional skills, such as critical thinking, empathy, soft skills and knowledge on
societal crisis. While addressing the 5th Higher Education Conference in Chennai, one of the panellists,
Dr. Kamal Bijlani, the Director of Amrita University said, “To produce quality, we need students who are
self-motivated, passionate and have a love for learning. Self-learning programmes, critical thinking,
project-based learning and value-based education should be integrated into the higher education
curriculum from the beginning” (Courtesy: Businessworld.in).
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The concept of value based education goes hand in hand with the approach of Liberal Arts, where the
student selects his/ her combination of subjects. The teaching methodology also aims at providing
practical learning and focuses equally on projects, assignments and research. As a concluding remark, it
can be said that the modern educational approach across the world should not be what Pink Floyd sang
through ‘Another Brick in the Wall’.
Have a great read!
Amrita Chakraborty
Editor, SLS Mirror
Assistant Professor, Media & Communication,
SLS, PDPU
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PDPU Convocation
Ceremony

PANDIT DEENDAYAL PETROLEUM UNIVERSITY CELEBRATED THE 7TH
CONVOCATION CEREMONY
Rapporteur: Amrita Chakraborty

19 Aug. 2019: Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU) Celebrated the 7th Convocation
Ceremony on 29th of August, 2019. Eager to contribute to society, as many as 1042 young, bright and
energetic students received their degree certificates on this gracious occasion.
The honourable Union Home Minister Shri Amitbhai Shah was the Chief Guest of the occasion. The
Chief Minister of Gujarat Shri Vijaybhai Rupani was invited as the Guest of Honour. PDPU Governing
Council President and Chairman of Reliance Industries, Dr. Mukesh Ambani also made his gracious
presence in the ceremony along with the Chairman of PDPU Standing Committee, Shri D.
Rajagopalan (IAS Retd.).
The university formally offered these trained professionals, including 31 Ph.D. scholars to the domain
of technology, management, humanities and social science. They also conferred medals of merit
upon 61 students for their academic achievements.
Addressing the students, Shri Amit Shah said that Shri Deendayal Upadhyay was a man, who could
foresee problems, which are currently faced by nation and gave solutions. “Gandhiji was a great man
and the most popular and relevant man of this century. I believe that his thoughts are eternal. There
are many organizations that have been working for Gandhiji’s thoughts and philosophy. What you will
do (about Gandhiji’s thoughts) is important”, he said.
Addressing the Convocation Ceremony, Dr. Mukesh Ambani said that India would soon be a leading
digital society in the world. “I can say with confidence that if there is one place in the world where the
transformative power of digitization is breaking new ground every day, and every hour, it is India”, Dr.
Ambani said.
Cabinet Minister of Education, Shri Bhupendrasinh Chudasama, Chief Secretary of Gujarat Shri J.N.
Singh and other members of the Board of Governors of PDPU remained present on the occasion.
Attired in traditional convocation robes and colour coded stoles on their shoulders, the graduating
students were beaming with pleasure on the gracious occasion. The distinguished guests
formally conferred the degrees on all these students who are found eligible for
graduation after a rigorous academic exercise ranging from two years to more
than four years.
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Dr. Mukesh Ambani Awarding the Degree Certificates

Dr. Mukesh Ambani
addressing the Audience

Dr. Mukesh Ambani along with the
Distinguished Guest Shri Amit Shah and
Shri Vijay Rupani

PDPU Professors Along with The Merit Scholars

Prof. C. Gopalkrishnan
Addressing the Audience

Shri Vijay Rupani
Addressing the Audience

Prof. Nigam Dave Opening
the Convocation Ceremony

Shri Amit Shah Delivering
Speech in the Convocation
Ceremony
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Key E ents of SLS

SYMPOSIUM ON ‘TRANSGENDER EMPLOYMENT CONCERNS’
Rapporteur: Dr. Supriya Pal

9 Aug. 2019: School of Liberal Studies (SLS) under Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU)
in collaboration with Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR) conducted a symposium on
Transgender Employment Concerns. This symposium was the first step taken by SLS to educate and
sensitize both students and teachers on the issues related to transgender employment opportunities
and the hardships faced by them on a day to day basis. The panel for the symposium consisted of 6
guest speakers: Mr. Manavendra Singh Gohil, the Prince of Rajpipla and the Head of Lakshya Trust
which works for the LGBT community; Prof. Shurt Brahmbhatt, Professor of United world School of
Law, Karnavati University, Gandhinagar; Dr.Shivay Bachani, a transman practicing Oral and
Maxillofacial Surgeon in Ahmedabad; Dr. Debjyoti Datta, Ms. Shivani Rath and Ms. Ayesha. Dr. Datta.
Ms.Rath are currently working on identifying the developmental trauma amongst the queer community
project and eunuch community regarding their mental health care and perceptions, pre and post 2014
Supreme Court judgement and Ms. Ayesha is the project director of Lakshya Trust and the first
person to hold the Ms.Transqueen India, in 2017.
In the symposium employment concerns of transgender population such as the legality, the
sensitization issues of the employers and employees, the reaction of the general population and the
changes pre and post 2014 NALSA judgment were discussed. Prof. Shrut Brahmbhatt explained the
employment opportunities and conditions of transgender people with respect to the legal code and the
NALSA judgment of 2014. He emphasized that our Indian constitution is inclusive and it has special
rules catering to the transgender community to help them settle into the main society.However the
problem lies in its implementation. Dr. Shivay Bachani explained the procedure of Sex Reassignment
Surgery and its various stages and discussed his struggle in establishing himself as a transman in
society. Dr. Debjoy Datta gave us an insight into the origin of the myths and discrimination against the
whole LGBTQ community in India. He also stressed on the necessity of gender-neutral upbringing at
homes and schools. Ms. Shivani Rathi and Dr. Debjoy Datta also shared a few of their experiences
working with the LGBTQ community especially the Eunuch or Kinnar Community. Ms. Ayesha shared
with us her journey of not conforming to the social gender construct and becoming a transwoman. Mr.
Manavendra Singh Gohil talked about his journey as a gay prince at a time when being so was illegal
and the establishment of the Lakshaya Trust which is to help the LGBTQ community and is working
towards their upliftment.
All the panelist focused on the need to sensitize the society as they believe that the acceptance in the
society could be created after that. The audience raised some important questions, such as the recent
surrogacy regulation act and it affect the LGBTQ community; how sensitization could be brought
about in the general population and what we as an individual can do to support the LGBTQ
community. The symposium was very enlightening and heartwarming as people got a real-life insight
into the struggles for survival and acceptance of transgender people. Ms Rhicha Tripathi and
Ms Tarisha Patwa, worked as the student volunteers of the event. The entire idea was conceived and
implemented by Dr. Neeta Sinha and Dr. Supriya Pal.
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A CONCLAVE ON ‘JANNAT-E-KASHMIR: POST ARTICLE 370’
Rapporteur: Dr. Chaitanya Vyas.

20 Aug. 2019: A Conclave on ‘Jannat-e-Kashmir: Post Article 370’ and ‘Beyond the Vail: Triple Talaq’
was held on 20th August, 2019 at School of Liberal Studies Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University.
The session was coordinated by Dr. Chaitanya Vyas, Dr. Venkat Ram Reddy, and Dr. Anurag
Srivastava. The Invited speakers were, Prof. Neerja Gupta (GU), Dr. Asha Verma (GNLU), Dr
Anshuman Behra (NLAS), Dr. Prashanta Panda, Dr. Sriram, Dr. Venkata Krishna, and Dr. Urmi
Satyan.
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DEMYSTIFYING: RESEARCH WRITING WORKSHOP
Rapporteur: Department of Languages, Literature and Aesthetics (LLA)

23 & 26 Aug. 2019: ‘Demystifying: Research Writing Workshop’ was organized by the Department of
Languages, Literature and Aesthetics on Friday 23rd & Monday, 26th August, 2019. The two-day long
workshop was conceptualized and structured considering the need of undergraduate, postgraduate
and doctoral students of humanities at SLS.
The workshop was designed to facilitate students with the fundamentals of research in the discipline
of humanities considering their academic requirement of writing a research dissertation/thesis. It
aimed at providing students with an insight into how to navigate through their own research ideas,
how to frame research questions and write an abstract.
Interested participants were required to register by submitting a working title, keywords, detailed note
and a working bibliography (if any) of their research work. To provide guidelines on filling up the
registration form, a sample registration form was especially designed by Dr. Susan Vivien George, the
invited expert and one of the facilitators of the workshop. Thirty students from undergraduate,
postgraduate and doctoral program registered for the workshop.
The workshop commenced at 10:15 a.m. with a warm welcome to all the participants and the
facilitators. The first session of the day one started with a brainstorming exercise. The session
provided students a safe space to gradually open-up with their views on research and research
methodology. The discussion provided an insight into the comprehensive and dynamic nature of
research and how it contributes to the existing world of knowledge. The session addressed various
kinds of research, what research is in the context of humanities, selection of the primary sources and
importance of critical reading of the texts. The facilitators of the workshop, Dr. Susan Vivien George,
Dr. Annie Rachel Royson and Dr. Niyati Trivedi, shared their personal research journey to encourage
young research students and to make them aware of the fact that they need not to struggle alone. By
the end of the first session, a small research community started to be formed amongst participants
across programs.
The second session of the day one focused on the specific group activity. All the participants were
equally divided into three groups comprising of all the three program representatives in each group.
The participants were to present their work before their peers in a group. In a democratic manner, the
discussion was navigated by the assigned facilitator who had studied in detail the submitted work of
all the participants in advanced. Each student received critical questions and feedback on their
research idea by the peers and the facilitator. The said exercise provided students to think critically on
their work and re-draft their first draft of the conceptual note. The day one ended with lot of questions,
discomfort, realization and a need to re-visit the research ideas. Participants were required to re-write
the conceptual note over weekend and re-submit them.
The second day commenced with individual presentations of revised detailed note/abstract in a given
time-frame. Each participant had to share how the previous day’s feedback helped them to re-work on
their earlier draft. Each participant received comments/suggestion by fellow researchers along with
the detailed feedback on their written note and presentation by the facilitators. The comments also
addressed the structure of writing an abstract.
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The second session of day two was led by Dr. Susan Vivien George essentially on the do’s and don’ts
of qualitative research; detailed understanding on literature review and different structural aspects of
research dissertation/thesis. The workshop concluded with a vote of thanks which was also a point to
learn for the researcher to acknowledge and thank everyone who has been the part of the process.
The workshop concluded with participants providing written feedback on the structure and deliberation
of the workshop. The participants found workshop helpful in addressing their research queries and
writing concerns. Participants suggested longer duration of the workshop with few days’ breaks inbetween to discuss in detail their writing in-progress and one intense session on citation is
requested.
The workshop indeed demystified the research writing and provided a safe and constructive space for
the young researchers for their endeavours.
Organizing Team
1. Prof. Nigam Dave
2. Prof. Pradeep Mallik
3. Dr. Susan Vivien George
4. Dr. Niyati Trivedi
5. Dr. Annie Rachel Royson.
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Activities Organized by the
Various Departments of SLS

EXPERT LECTURE ON DIASPORA: A SOCIO-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE
Rapporteur: Dr. Urmi Satyan

8 Aug. 2019: The Department of Languages, Literature and Aesthetics (LLA) of the School of Liberal
Studies (SLS) organized an Expert Lecture on Diaspora: A Socio-Cultural Perspective. Invited Guest
were Prof. Neerja Gupta Principal of Bhavan’s Sheth R. A. College of Arts and Commerce and
Director of Study Abroad Program and Diaspora Research Center. Prof. Gupta is also a recipient of
Shiksha Bharathi Purashkar in 2011.
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SEMINAR REPORT ON GLOBAL GROWTH SCENARIO: RISKS AND POLICIESOPPORTUNITIES AND PROSPECTS FOR INDIA
Rapporteur: Ms. Gurwinder Kaur, Honey Karamchandani (Semester I, MA Economics Student) and
Dimple Mantri (Semester V, BA/BBA Economics Major Student)

13 Aug. 2019: A seminar on ‘Global Growth Scenario: Risks and Policies-Opportunities and
Prospects for India’ was successfully organised by the faculty of Economics, Department of Social
Sciences on August 13, 2019 from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. The three-hour long seminar was
addressed to help the interested students to look at global economic growth prospects through macro
economic variables.
In this seminar Mr. PSS Vidyasagar an expert, technical office, Qatar Central Bank and Professor
Surya Misra, former professor of Political Science, Utkal University, Bhubaneswar were the guest
speakers. The seminar was attended by approximately 60 students from BA/BBA, SLS. The seminar
was focused to enlighten students about how the economic growth of different economies (emerging
economies and advanced economies) contributed to the GDP growth and export growth of Indian
economy. The seminar was anchored by Ms. Dimple Mantri and Niti Samani, students of Economics
Major of BBA 17 batch.
The seminar commenced at 10 a.m as per the schedule and Prof Prashanta Panda, Head of the
department of Social Sciences, inaugurated the seminar with a welcome speech and presenting
bouquets to the chief guests. Thereafter, Mr. PSS Vidyasagar started his speech by giving the overall
picture of Indian Economic growth after independence and showed how India has been integrated
with rest of the world with analysis of macro-economic variables.
Mr.Vidyasagar explained how India's GDP growth is linked to the GDP growth of emerging economies
and advanced economies before and after economic liberalisation in 1991. The speaker depicted
India’s GDP growth and export growth through graphs and time series regression models with the
help of IMF’s (International Monetary Fund) official dataset. Mr. Vidyasagar emphasized on the fact
that India’s economic growth is directly affected by emerging economies’ growth and vice versa.
The second part of the seminar started with Prof. Surya Misra’s speech. The speaker started his
session with a beautiful narrative from American history and very precisely explained the role of
political science in economic growth of a country. The role of conventional economic approaches in
today’s economic growth was also explained. Prof. Misra summed up his speech with very convincing
words that ‘for all economic problems political science is the answer’.
Prof. Rasananda Panda, Registrar, MICA and Mr. Sandeep Jena (Entrepreneur) showed light on how
India has a lot of scope in service sector. India with all its manpower and other infrastructural
resources can compete with the world economy.
After the wonderful insights, there was a question and answer session. Thereafter, a poster
presentation competition among students took place. Two M.A. Economics students and two groups
from Semester 5 of undergraduate group presented their topics. In poster presentation five students
presented their posters.
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The seminar ended up with presenting mementos to the guests by Prof. Sahoo and a group picture of
the event.

Mr. Vidyasagar explaining the integration of Indian economy with rest of the world

Prof. Misra explaining the role of political science in economic growth of a country

Left to Right: Mr. Prof Rasananda Panda and Mr Sandeep Jena sharing their views on India’s economic growth

Students presenting their topics and group photo of the event
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The seminar ended up with presenting mementos to the guests by Prof. Sahoo and a group picture of
the event.
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A DAY WITH SHRI JAYWANT PANDYA
Rapporteur: Shreya Sharma

19 Aug. 2019: The Mass Communication area of the department of Languages, Literature and
Aesthetics (LLA) of the School of Liberal Studies (SLS) has come up with a concept: ‘A day with’. As
per the concept, the department planned to invite professionals from various fields to take up sessions
for the students. The expert will further be available in the campus for giving additional guidance to the
students if necessary. The ultimate goal is to help the students to get an opportunity to interact in and
outside classrooms for any additional knowledge.
Working in accordance to this idea the department invited a senior journalist, Shri Jaywant Pandya, to
interact with all mass communication students, on 19th August, 2019.Mr. Pandya took two sessions
for the students of mass communication of 5th and 7th semester and along with the post graduate
students of Media and Communication, who are currently in their first semester. In his sessions, he
explained different aspects of working in media through experiential learning due to his varied
portfolio. He also included detailed differentiations between broadcast, print and digital media, majorly
highlighting how media today has evolved as
compared to conventional media.
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Internship Report

INTERNSHIP REPORT @ FUTURE GROUP, AHMEDABAD
Rapporteur: Dr. Nausheen Nizami, T & P Cell, SLS

10-15 Aug. 2019: The prestigious Future Group selected 38 Interns from School of Liberal Studies,
for a week-long internship on the ‘Live-Project’ from 10th-15th August 2019. They gave the interns an
opportunity to understand the Retail business aspects and retail market in detail. The trainees got an
opportunity to interact with customers and understand the retails’ business point of view. The interns
were expected to carry out tasks in the areas of Lead Generation and Business Development. They
were also given training before they started delivering to business.
Learning Outcomes & Skills gained from Internship:
1. Customer engagement & Networking
2. Market Research
3. Verbal Communication
4. Knowledge of modern marketing
5. On-the-feet thinking and Lead Generation techniques
Locations of Internship:
Retail Outlets at Ahmedabad Location (Kankaria, Agora, Acropolis, Ahmedabad One, Himalaya Mall)
Felicitation Ceremony:
Four students were awarded certificates for their remarkable performance during the internship. The
names of the awardees are: Rishita Jain, Garwi Amin, Kush Jani and Greeshma Bharathan.

In Pic: Felicitation Ceremony for 4 best Interns held at Big Bazaar, Kankaria on 23rd August 2019
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INTERNSHIP REPORT: AGARWAL AND DHANDHANIA CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT FIRM
Rapporteur: Ms Muskan Garg, 3rd Semester, B.COM (H), SLS

The Training and Placement Cell, SLS facilitated for a training session of Ms. Muskan Garg at the
Agarwal and Dhandhania Chartered Accountant firm located in Surat City. The Internship experience
of Ms. Muskan has been shared in first-hand account as below:
Learning outcomes:
My internship in Agarwal & Dhandhania Chartered Accountant Firm started from 3rd June 2019 to
22nd June, 2019. In this internship, I learnt how to use excel and found this tool to be very useful for
office work. I was also trained on the short cut keys in Excel for enhancing time productivity. As my
internship was in the Human Resource Department, I also learnt to work using a new software name
‘FactoHR’. This software helps in tracing the personal and professional details of the employees. I
also got to know that an additional responsibility of an HR is to maintain a database of the employees
as well as assess their actual performance. An important responsibility of the HR is to ensure
decorum at the workplace by creating a cordial environment. Some additional roles by an HR is o
explain the HR policy, work policy and rules & regulations of the company to the new hires. This firm
also gave me a chance to organise events like Yoga day and Guru Purnima day. The internship was a
learning experience for me and I am thankful to the Training & Placement Cell, SLS for providing me
such a great opportunity in this firm.
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KALOREX HOUSE INTERNSHIP
Rapporteur: Dr. Nausheen Nizami, T & P Cell, SLS

The Training and Placement Cell, SLS facilitated internships at Kalorex House, Ahmedabad during
the month of June-July 2019. The interns selected for the internship were: Saloni Nahta, Het
Kapadnekar and Khushi Khandelwal.
REPORT-I
Rapporteur: Khushi Khandelwal, Het Kapadnekar
About Kalorex House:
Kalorex believes in ‘Shaping Glocal Learners’ which means combining the elements of Global
attributes with Local values. They run and operate K-12 schools. It has completed its 25 glorious
years recently. Kalorex became a pioneer in education through its acclaimed institutions like DPS Bopal, DPS - East Ahmedabad, Calorx Public Schools, Calorx Olive International School, Kalorex
Pre-Schools, Kinder Lounge, Prerna, Visamo Kids Foundation & Vedic.

Yali is their official mascot which is an ancient mythological creature. It is a combination of snake cat
elephant and lion. For children it translates to 4 propositions- Quick and flexible as a snake, Smart
and sharp like a cat, Friendly and intelligent like an elephant, Confident and independent like a lion.
They use YaliHo! As a greeting which translates to ‘may you always be safe, secure and protected’.
About the Internship:
We interned at Kalorex House this summer. The internship was an in-office internship, from 20th June
to 20th July. It was a content writing internship and was concerned with only the pre-schools of the
educational organization. We were assigned individual computers and we had to prepare Excel/MS
Word documents. In those documents, we had to think of creative and novel activities for preschoolers, keeping their conceptual knowledge level in mind. The activity areas of varied kinds were
assigned each day including, physical development, gross motor/ fine motor development, English
communication, numeracy development, vocabulary development, parachute games. We also had to
think of multiple uses of different teaching aids for creative development of children. Also, we created
value-based stories for language and value development in kids and CVC word stories for improving
vocabulary.
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We were sent to teach kids once every week. We were expected to train them different skills through
activities. We had to plan out the whole day in a way that neither do the kids get bored, nor tired. It
was a challenging task to keep them interested and involved and simultaneously enhance the value,
concept or skill. But, for the most part, teaching pre-schoolers was really fun. And the experience gave
us meaningful insights about the mind of a kid and how to treat them.
We learnt about the corporate operations from the internship. The code of conduct and line of
communication were significant ‘take-aways’ from the internship. We learnt that when you are given
an existing position in an office, you have to find your own niche and be a catalyst for development
and growth. We learnt a lot about organization communication and psychology. We had first-hand
experiences of nuances of child psychology in action and at the same time learned facts about the
same, like, younger the child, the easier to handle. We learnt that the language of teaching has to be
extremely simple and clear when teaching kids. The internship taught us workplace discipline,
importance of team work and effective interpersonal communication skills. We were lucky to be the
second batch of interns at Kalorex House. We were received with great warmth into the work
environment. This was truly a fruitful experience for us. Following are the pictures of Yali and us
working there:

Interns at the work-site, teaching children at Kalorex House

Interns Het and Khushi being felicitated certificates for their Internship completion at Kalorex House
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REPORT-II
Rapporteur: Saloni Nahta
About Internship:
This report summarizes my internship program from June 15th, 2019 to August 1st, 2019 covering
150 hours of the then ongoing internship. I was fortunate to conclude my internship placement in
Finance and Administration outlet of Kalorex House, as a requirement of Bachelor of Business
Administration (BBA) honours degree program at Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU).
Working with the Accounts Department was truly a learning experience. The work environment at
Kalorex House was cordial, peaceful and supportive. I got an opportunity to work with senior
colleagues who are experts in their profile. Exposure to work in the Accounts department gave me a
preliminary idea of the career I have planned to choose in future. My reporting officer was Mr.
Shailendra Kumar Singh who is the GM of the Finance & Taxation Department at Kalorex House. My
first placement was at Delhi Public School (DPS)l, Bopal for the first week of internship. For the rest of
the internship period, I worked at Kalorex House itself which is situated at Bopal Road, Ahmedabad.
Role in the Internship:
My main role was to comprehensively read and write short articles on a range of Finance &
Accounting topics. My articles were reviewed and then published. I wrote articles in the following
areas:
a) GST
b) National Automated Clearing House (NACH) reforms
c) Tax Deducted at Source (TDS)
d) Tally
e)
PAN number
f)
Bank Reconciliation (BRS)
My learning experience:
My inquisitiveness about: ‘Would there be ample opportunities for me to experience the life of a
Finance department employee since I am only an intern?’ was answered after I got an opportunity to
work at the Kalorex House, Ahmedabad. Working as an intern has taught me to be more determined.
‘There is no such thing as failure, but only feedback’. Every setback that I faced enables me to move
on and become a stronger person. Mentors explained how to get work done and I was free to ask any
questions or doubts. Whenever I got stuck, my seniors helped me during this internship period. Even
the working environment was very pleasant which kept me motivated during this whole internship.
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INTERNSHIP REPORT AT NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF URBAN AFFAIRS
Rapporteur: Deshna Suryanarayan, Dhrumil Shah, Dishi Jain

The Training and Placement Cell, SLS facilitated four internships at the prestigious National Institute
of Urban Affairs (NIUA) in the July-September 2019 period. The interns who worked at NIUA were
Deshna Suryanarayan (7th Semester), Dhrumil Shah and Dishi Jain (5th Semester) and Sharvari
Parikh (Alumni, Economics Major).
National Institute of Urban Affairs is a premier institute for research, capacity building and
dissemination of knowledge for the urban sector in India. It conducts research on urbanization, urban
policy and planning, municipal finance and governance, land economics, transit oriented
development, urban livelihoods, environment & climate change, smart cities, and promoting integrated
solutions for urban India. It helps to develop a sense of solidarity among the citizens and aims to
sensitize them to heritage values and their protection. It aims to reach consensus using participatory
planning and stakeholder consultations on what values to protect for transmission for future
generation and to determine the attributes that carry these values.
About the Internship project:
The National Institute of Urban Affairs (NIUA) is preparing the Heritage Conservation Plan for the
walled city of Ahmedabad, for the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) and the Ahmedabad
World Heritage City Trust (AWHCT). Their aim is to study the data base that is available on the
Ahmedabad World Heritage City and identify gaps to be filled in order to prepare the Conservation
Plan. The interns worked closely to the submission of the second deliverable and contributed the
maximum, out of the eight deliverables that are to be submitted by NIUA.
Role in the Internship:
(i) Off Field work- In the first two months, we were assigned work both on and off field. The primary
role was to read and understand the dossier, work on various reports and papers on Solid Waste
Management, the Gujarat shops and Establishments Act 2019, Gujarat Affordable Housing Policy
2014 and National Policy For Urban Street Vendors. We were also required to critically review and
check its applicability in the walled city. We translated few policies from Gujarati to English for easier
understanding of the team, made a list of schools and business associations for the communication
wing to collect data from, designed a brochure for engaging communities residing in the walled city for
awareness among youth and people throughout Ahmedabad and under took the study of monuments
of the walled city and edited the abbreviation table for the second deliverable by going through it. We
got an opportunity to learn the QGIS application and then mapped 510 pols of the walled city using it.
(ii) On Field work- Our on field work comprised of the data gap survey and mapping open areas
throughout the whole walled city. All of us were assigned areas where we mapped the provided
dustbin location, green space or park, pay and use toilet, public and community toilet, fire hydrant,
designated parking, public and private school, health facility inside the walled city. For open spaces,
we mapped chowks (Cross-Road), chowks with chabutaras (man-made nest for pigeons), demolished
buildings, etc. Later, we also used Google Earth application to prepare an observation report
about the various perceptions related to the Walled city.
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Learning Experience:
(i) Improvement in Comprehension skills: Going through different policies and reports off field made us
more aware of them and with each my comprehension of it with respect to the walled city increased.
(ii) Field-work exposure: On field mapping gave us a first-hand experience on walking through the
streets of the walled city, giving us a clear picture of its boundary and through the heritage structures
which are to be conserved.
(iii) Digital data usage: The mapping also introduced us to different digital data collection techniques
which will facilitate me in my future research purposes.
(iv) Role of Positive Work Environment: The co-workers in our workspace were very helpful and made
us feel comfortable. A positive atmosphere goes a long way in learning and delivering an activity.
Overall, it was a holistic learning experience on and off field. The dossier was quite insightful in giving
us an idea about why was Ahmedabad titled a Heritage city and we are grateful to have known the
facets behind it. We have lived in Ahmedabad unknowing about it being rich in heritage, until now.
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Faculty Achie ements

DR. S. VENKATA KRISHNAN

Dr. S. Venkata Krishnan, a faculty member of SLS and managing CCE-PDPU, has presented his
research paper titled ‘A Tribe is in Transition – Future will be a Predation or Mutualism?’ in a national
seminar on the theme ‘Tribal cultures in Transition: Issues of Identity, Sustainability, and
development’ organised by Department of Anthropology, Pondicherry University, Puducherry, in
collaboration with IGRMS-Bhopal & AnSIKolkata, held on 1-2 August, 2019

Dr. S. Venkata Krishnan receiving certificate from the Organiser Dr. Jesurathnam Devarapalli

Dr. Krishnan also acted as a co-chair in the above mentioned seminar during the technical session
titled ‘Health Seeking Behaviour’.
Paper PPT Available :
https://www.academia.edu/40018893/A_TRIBE_IS_IN_TRANSITION_-FUTURE_WILL_BE
_PREDATION_OR_MUTUALISM
Paper Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZqhyM9vIdFk&t=35s
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DR. RITU SHARMA

Dr. Ritu Sharma delivered a talk on the topic ‘Positive and Negative Health Behaviour for Indian Youth’.
The event was organized by the Hugging Club of India (HCI) on 17th August, 2019.
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Students' Achie ement

BUSINESS SUMMER PROGRAMME AT EBS

Three students from the School of Liberal Studies, Gandhinagar, Ms. Priyal Amin, Ms. Saumya
Kulkarni & Ms. Jill Patel were selected for Business Summers Program by EBS Germany.

Business Summers Program at EBS, Germany was very intensive and highly interactive
programme, with case studies, business game and discussions. During the program, visits to the
European Parliament; The Council of Europe in Strasbourg, France and various corporate
companies were planned in addition to the academic sessions.

SUMMER PROGRAMME IN ECONOMICS AT LSE

Ashka Sheth in the Summer Programme
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Full
Conferene
Name

Sr.
No.

Full
Name

Conference
date

1.

SAUMYA
KULKARNI

07 June
2019

Summer
school
program
at EBS
university

Germany

Summer
school
program at
EBS
university

PRIYAL
AMIN

10 June
2019

Bussiness
Summer
school at EBS
university

Germany

Bussiness
Summer
school

United
States

2.

3.

CRYSTAL
MAGOTRA

21 June
2019

Global
symposium
for
human
resource
management

4.

RAHUL MEHTA

07 March
2019

International
treds and
issues in
communi cation
and media
conference

Location

Czech
Republic

Paper
Title

Assessing
organisational
citizenship
behaviour
in public
and private
sector
compnies
in India :
A compriative
study
Brahmaputra River Basin
Management
and Role
of Media in
Policy
Making
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Full
Conferene
Name

Full
Name

Conference
date

5.

RUTVA SHAH

8 July
2013

2019 paris
international
academic
conference
on business
and
economics

6.

VARAD
CHANDIBHAMAR

10 July
2019

Paris
international
conference
on
business
and
economics

7.

JAY RAKESHKUMAR
PANWALA

Sr.
No.

12 July
2019

International
conference
on research
in
bussiness ,
management
&
finance

Location

Paper
Title

France

Unorganized
Retailers in
India
and their
Appetite for
Advertisement
in
Organised way

France

Role of
unorganised
sector / small &
medium
enterprise
of India in
management
studies

Netherlands

The
Comparative
Study on
Internet
Banking
Usage
between
Youth and Elderly
Population.
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Full
Conferene
Name

Sr.
No.

Full
Name

Conference
date

8.

SHIVANI
TUSHAR
SHAH

13 July
2019

ISER
International
Conference on
Advanced
Research in
Business
Management,
Economic Policy,
Humanities &
Social Sciences
(ABMSS)

France

The
importance
of coercive
and
persuasive
power in an
organization

9.

HARSHBHARTHI
KISHANBHARTHI
GOSWAMI

13 July
2019

ISER
International
Conference on
Advanced
Research in
Business
Management,
Economic Policy,
Humanities &
Social Sciences
(ABMSS)

France

Challenges
and
opportunities
in green
shipping and
recycling
industries Alang,
Bhavnagar

10.

SHAILY
SUTARIYA

15 July
2019

Applied
Research
International
Conference
on
Sustainable
Development
in
Business
and
Technology

United
Kingdom

Consumer
awareness
on
E-Banking

Location

Paper
Title
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Sr.
No.

Full
Name

11.

JINISHA
PAREKH

12.

JAHANVI
PAREKH

13.

YASHVI
ITALIYA

Conference
date

15 July
2019

Full
Conferene
Name

Location

Applied
Research
International
Conference

United
Kingdom

15 July
2019

Applied
Research
International
Conference
on
Sustainable
Development
in
Business
and
Technology

United
Kingdom

23 June
2019

International
conference on
education
and
social science

United
States

Paper
Title

Disrupting
luxury :
creating resilient
business at the
time of rapid
change

E cash
payment
system

ALMOST
DEPRESSION
AMONG TEENS
AND
YOUNG ADULTS
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Full
Conferene
Name

Sr.
No.

Full
Name

Conference
date

14.

ACHALA
MENON

5 July
2019

16th
EUROPEAN
CONGRESS
OF
PSYCHOLOGY

Russia

Integral
aspects of
emotional
intellegence

15.

BHARAT
GARG

12 July
2019

International
Conference on
Finance
Bank &
Economics

United
States

A study on
Mobile
payment
system
in context
of UPI
in
INDIA

16.

URJA
JOBANPUTRA

10 August
2019

2nd International
Conference on
Research in
Social Science,
Economics and
Business
sustainability

United
Kingdom

Impulsive
attitude : an
empirical
study on
college
student

Location

Paper
Title
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Sr.
No.

Full
Name

Conference
date

17.

VISHAL TUSHAR
RAJANI

10 August
2019

18.

SHAILY
SUTARIYA

15 July
2013

Full
Conferene
Name

2nd International
Conference on
Research in
Social Science,
Economics and
Business
sustainability

Applied
Research
International
Conference
on
Sustainable
Development
in
Business
and
Technology

Location

Paper
Title

United
Kingdom

Consumer
behavior in
online
shopping :
What they
think
before they
buy

United
Kingdom

Consumer
awareness
on
E-Banking
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Media Corner

Indian
Express

Ahmedabad
Mirror

27-08-2019

28-08-2019

Times of
India

29-08-2019

Navgujarat
Samay

Ahmedabad
Mirror

28-08-2019

28-08-2019
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DNA

01-08-2019

Ahmedabad
Times

Divyabhaskar

15-08-2019

Ahmedabad
Samay

Times of
India

09-08-2019

15-08-2019

19-08-2019
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Sandesh

Gujarat
Samachar

Sandesh

30-08-2019

30-08-2019

DNA

30-08-2019

30-08-2019

Gujarat
Gurdian

30-08-2019
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Gujarat
Samachar

Indian
Express

30-08-2019

Ahmedabad
Mirror

30-08-2019

Rajasthan
Patrika

30-08-2019

30-08-2019
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Gandhinagar
Samachar

30-08-2019

Busines
Line

The
Week

30-08-2019

29-08-2019
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AIR

30-08-2019

News18

29-08-2019
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